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Abstract

We perform the growth of GaAs (111) epilayers on nominal Ge(111) wafers by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The
polarity of GaAs is (111)A and homongeneous over the full area, as measured by transmission electron microscopy
and high energy electron diffraction. This orientation conflicts with the common growth model for GaAs on Ge(111).
Twinned domains are the main defects in our GaAs (111) epilayers. Using cathodoluminescence, we observe that
some twin boundaries hold large number of non-radiative recombination centers. During growth, we find that only
a narrow domain of As:Ga ratios lead to the growth of smooth and twin-free GaAs (111)A epilayers. At low As:Ga
ratio, the surface is rough; while at high As:Ga ratio the epilayers present large densities of twinned domains.
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The heteroepitaxy of III-V materials on group IV sub-1

strates presents many challenges. First, most of the III-2

V and group IV materials are cubic crystals of different3

lattice parameters, which leads to the formation of dense4

arrays of dislocations at the III-V / IV-IV interface[1].5

Second, the large thermal mismatch between the III-V6

epilayer and its substrate can lead to cracks after the7

growth, during the cool down to room temperature[2].8

Currently, the direct growth of good quality III-V planar9

material on silicon is only possible using cunning selec-10

tive area growth schemes such as InP[3] or InAs[4] on11

Si (100).12

Uniquely, Ge substrates provide a near lattice13

(−0.9%, aGaAs=5.653Å, aGe= 5.658Å) and thermal14

(−2.9%, KGaAs=5.73 10−6 K−1, KGe=5.90 10−6 K−1)15

match to GaAs, so that GaAs/Ge epilayers are relatively16

immune to the dislocation- and crack-related problems17

above. However, even in this favorable configuration,18

the lower symmetry of the GaAs crystal permits the19

growth of III-V seeds of different epitaxial relationship20

with the substrate. If the initial GaAs nucleation is un-21

controlled, the final epilayer may consist in individual22

domains, separated by defective interfaces[5]. To avoid23
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this problem, two conditions need to be fulfilled. First,24

the initial covalent bounds between the GaAs crystal25

and the Ge substrate need to be uniquely determined:26

either Ge-Ga or Ge-As. Then, the surface of the sub-27

strate needs to present only atomic steps or step bunches28

which only shift the III-V lattice by one full monolayer29

or multiple thereof. In the case of GaAs on Ge(100)30

grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), this often31

requires the use of offcut Ge wafers and specific anneal-32

ing to produce double-step surfaces[6], which may be33

combined with dedicated nucleation schemes to initiate34

the growth[7].35

In an attempt to study the simplest model for36

heteroepitaxy, we investigate here the growth of37

GaAs(111) on Ge(111) surface. Whereas the Ge(100)38

surface can present atomic steps of half (a/4) or full39

(a/2) monolayer, the (111) surface only presents steps40

of full monolayer (a/
√

3) or multiple thereof. The41

Ge(111) surface is also reported to have a strong affinity42

with As atoms when treated in the appropriate condi-43

tions, leading to fully As terminated Ge(111) surface[8,44

9]. Combined together, the Ge material and the (111)45

surface bring respectively the lattice and thermal match,46

as well as an ideal surface structure and chemistry to47

control epitaxy the growth GaAs epilayers, including48

their polarity. The epitaxy of GaAs on Ge(111) is thus49

a model system for heterogeneous epitaxy[10], yet only50
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few reports can be found in the recent literature[11, 12].51

1. Experimental52

The GaAs epilayers were grown in a Molecular Beam53

Epitaxy system (MBE, Riber 32) operating in ultra-high54

vacuum (10−10 Torr). Elements were supplied from55

solid sources: a standard effusion cell for Gallium and a56

valved cracker cell for As (RIBER VAC500) producing57

As4 tetramers (cracker temperature 600◦C). Germanium58

(111) n-type As-doped substrates (from AXT) were59

loaded without any chemical cleaning and degassed at60

350-400◦C in a dedicated chamber. The samples were61

then heated to 610◦C, as measured by pyrometry, and62

exposed to As4 at 610◦C using a beam equivalent pres-63

sure (BEP) of 8.9 10−6 Torr for a minimum duration64

of 5 min before the actual GaAs epitaxy. The Ga flux65

BEP was 1.4 10−7 Torr, equivalent to a growth speed of66

∼1.5 Å.s−1 on GaAs (100) substrates. For some sam-67

ples, a thin AlGaAs marker layer was made with an Al68

BEP of 5.0 10−8 Torr. Different ratios BEPAs4 : BEPGa69

were used in this study, from 31:1 to 94:1. Reflection70
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Figure 1: RHEED characterization before and GaAs growth (∼9 nm
thick) using 62:1 BEP ratio. (a) Ge(111) 1 × 1 before growth. (b)
GaAs 2 × 2 at 550◦C. (c) GaAs 2 × 2 at 635◦C.
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Figure 2: Optical microscopy (Nomarski, left) and SEM view (45◦

tilt, right) of the surface of GaAs epilayers (∼450 nm) on Ge(111)
grown with different As:Ga BEP ratios. (a) 31:1 (b) 62:1 (c), 94:1.

High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED, 12 kV) was71

used to characterize in situ the surface reconstructions.72

The samples were characterized after growth using opti-73

cal microscopy (Nomarski) and Scanning Electron Mi-74

croscopy (SEM, FEI Magellan). X-Ray Diffraction75

(XRD, Rigaku SmartLab with a rotating anode emitting76

Cu K-alpha doublet radiation) was used to obtain 11177

pole figures. Local crystalline orientations were mea-78

sured using Electron BackScatter Diffraction (EBSD,79

ZEISS Supra 55 VP with Hikari/OIM TSL EDAX). The80

layers were also investigated by Transmission Electron81

Microscopy (TEM, FEI Titan THEMIS) associated with82

chemical analysis capabilities using Energy Dispersive83

X-rays Spectroscopy (EDX, Bruker Super-X). Focused84

Ion Beam (FIB, FEI Scios) was used to prepare the TEM85

foils. Finally cathodoluminescence (CL) was used to86

asses the optical properties of selected defects (Attolight87

Chronos, 6 kV, associated to a Andor Newton CCD).88

2. Results89

Prior and during the early stage of the growth, we90

use RHEED to monitor the surface modifications. After91

the thermal deoxidation of the Ge(111) substrate (above92
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Figure 3: (a) naming scheme of the twinning operators Ri. (b-c) [111] pole figures of samples grown with low (31:1), intermediate (62:1) and high
(94:1) As:Ga BEP ratio. Inserts show the corresponding SEM images (reported from Fig. 2). The reflections are indexed using the twin operators
Ri and the initial reflection. The circles at constant inclination in (d) are respectively χ ' 70.5◦, χ ' 56.3◦ and χ ' 38.9◦.

450◦C) and up to the growth temperature (610◦C), we93

observe a Ge 1 × 1 pattern, Fig. 1(a), which is char-94

acteristic of the Ge surface[11, 10]. The sample is95

then exposed to As4 flux at 610◦C for a minimum of96

5 min, in order to passivate the top Ge surface with As97

atoms[8, 9, 12]. No modification of the RHEED Ge98

1 × 1 pattern is observed at this step. We then grow99

a thin GaAs layer (∼9 nm, 60 sec growth, 62:1 BEP ra-100

tio) which provides a complete coverage of the initial101

Ge(111) surface. The RHEED pattern remains streaky102

during the growth of this thin layer, which indicates103

a planar geometry. The pattern quickly changes from104

Ge(111) 1×1 to GaAs (111) 2×2 pattern after a few sec-105

ond of GaAs growth. Then, we keep the sample under106

As4 flux and we gradually lower the substrate tempera-107

ture down to 550◦C, Fig. 1(b), or increase up to 635◦C,108

Fig. 1(c). We observe that GaAs (111) RHEED pattern109

remains 2 × 2 in all the explored temperature range.110

We now investigate the effect of As:Ga ratio on the111

micro-structure GaAs epilayers. We use here ∼450 nm112

thick layers grown at 610◦C (∼ 50 min growth dura-113

tion) capped with a thin AlGaAs+GaAs layer (4+4 nm,114

610◦C), so that the same layer can be analyzed by XRD,115

TEM and CL. For the low As:Ga BEP ratio (31:1),116

Fig. 2(a), the GaAs (111) epilayer presents a rough sur-117

face with large triangular pyramids, visible by optical118

microscopy and SEM. Note that a small fraction of the119

pyramids are rotated by 180◦ compared to the main pop-120

ulation (Fig. 2(a), red circles). These rotated pyramids121

appear lighter in SEM if the sample is viewed from a122

specific angle, i.e triangle edge parallel to the scan axis.123

For intermediate As:Ga BEP ratio (62:1), the epilayer124

surface is significantly smoother, Fig. 2(b), and surface125

features are hardly visible. Note that the wide field opti-126

cal image still shows some large scale roughness includ-127

ing wide dome or pyramidal hillocks. A small region128

with 180◦-rotated pyramids can be found (Fig. 2(b), red129

circle). For the highest As:Ga BEP ratio (94:1), the epi-130

layer surface is very rough, Fig. 2(c). Instead of the131

previous features, we now observe a complex pattern of132

terraces with alternating SEM contrast. Note that this133

specific SEM contrast is only visible if the sample is134

viewed from certain angle, similar to the SEM contrast135

observed on the pyramids in Fig. 2(a).136

In Fig. 3, we present the XRD pole figures of the 111137

GaAs reflection for the three samples of Fig. 2. Inserts138

next to each pole figure, Fig. 3(b-d), show the corre-139

sponding SEM images (extracted from Fig. 2). The po-140

sition of each reflection is determined by two angles: φ141

the rotation angle and χ the inclination from the cen-142

tral pole (defined as χ=0). To ease the reflection as-143

signment, we propose in Fig. 3(a) a naming scheme, in144

which the four possible twins are represented by twin-145

ning operators Ri. For cubic GaAs crystals, the twin op-146

erators Ri consists in 180◦ rotations around each bound147

of the Ga tetrahedron and can be constructed from the148

corresponding Householder reflection matrices comple-149

mented by inversion[13]. The first twin operator is la-150

beled R1 and corresponds to twin with the [111] as rota-151

tion axis. R1 twinning operates across the (111) growth152

plane is referred as the first-order twinning in the fol-153

lowing. The other twinning operators are R2 for [111],154

R3 for [111] and R4 for [111], and referred as second-155

order twinning.156

At low and intermediate BEP ratio (62:1), Fig. 3(b-157

c), we observe the simplest pole figure. We distinguish158

three types of diffracted beams, the expected central159

[111] strong reflection, the expected cubic {111} strong160

reflections (φ = n · 2π/3, χ ' 70.5◦ white circles), and161

a set of three weaker reflections (φ = π/3 + n · 2π/3,162
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Figure 4: (a) Optical micrograph of the zone selected for cross-section
TEM. The yellow line indicates the position of the FIB cut, across a
rough patch with 180◦-rotated pyramids (red circle). (b) Dark-field
TEM from the rough area, orange rectangle in (a), showing twin con-
trast. (c) Dark-field TEM from the smooth region, green rectangle in
(a) observed in the same conditions. (d) TEM diffraction pattern near
the [110] zone axis in the twinned area. (e) TEM diffraction pattern
in the smooth area. (f) Atomically resolved STEM-HAADF image of
a twin boundary. The (111) plane is indicated by blue arrows and the
vertical defective boundary by red arrows. (g) Corresponding atomic
structure for two twinned GaAs cubic crystals.

χ ' 70.5◦, red circles) which corresponds to the {111}163

reflection family after the application of the R1 oper-164

ator. The later transforms the 3-fold symmetry of the165

standard GaAs 111 pole figure into a pattern with 6-fold166

symmetry. At the lowest BEP ratio (31:1), Fig. 3(b), R1167

twinning is slightly more pronounced that at intermedi-168

ate BEP ratio (62:1).169

At the highest BEP ratio (94:1), Fig. 3(d), the pole170

figure is very dense. In addition to all the reflections171

previously identified in Fig. 3(b, red and white circles),172

we observe two additional sets of reflections. The first173

set is marked by orange circles and consists in reflec-174

tions obtained after second-order twinning (R j, j,1) on175

all the possible {111} directions. The second set (purple176

circles) is obtained after the application of the R1 oper-177

ator on the previous set, so that the pole figure recov-178

ers a 6-fold symmetry. A few additional weak reflection179

are visible and ascribed to other multiple-order twinning180

combinations (R j · Ri).0181

We now analyze by TEM a sample grown using182

the intermediate (64:1) BEP ratio, which yields the183

smoothest surface, Fig. 2(b), and the simplest XRD pole184

figure, Fig. 3(c). The sample consists in a GaAs buffer185

layer (∼90 nm), a thin AlGaAs layer (∼9 nm) and thick186

GaAs layer (∼450 nm). The AlGaAs marker layer per-187

mits to assess the smoothness of the layer and gives a188

reference position in the TEM cross-section images. As189

the epilayer is mostly defect free, see Fig. 2(b), we use190

focused ion beam (FIB) to select a zone of interest at the191

interface between the ‘smooth’ surface and a ‘rougher’192

patch with 180◦-rotated pyramids, Fig. 4(a).193

The TEM dark field contrast in Fig. 4(b)(c) is ob-194

tained by selecting a diffraction spot specific to one195

of the two twin orientations. In these imaging con-196

ditions, the Ge substrate and the main section of the197

GaAs epilayer appear in bright color, while the GaAs198

twinned crystal is dark. In the cross section from the199

rougher patch, Fig. 4(b), we observe large twin domains200

with a complex internal structure. In the smooth re-201

gion, Fig. 4(c), we observe a single continuous crystal202

all across the layers with no visible defect. The TEM203

diffraction patterns near the [110] zone axis, Fig. 4(d-204

e), confirm respectively the presence and absence of205

twinned domains.206

Figure 4(f) shows the atomic arrangement around a207

twin boundary using scanning-TEM (STEM) high an-208

gle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging. The corre-209

sponding atomic configuration is sketched Fig. 4(g) for210

two GaAs crystals related the twin operator R1. The211

(111) growth plane, which is the plane of rotation in R1,212

is marked by blue arrows and line in Fig. 4(f-g). The213

complete twin boundary consists in the (111) plane and214

a defective vertical plane, possibly (112), indicated by215

red arrows and line in Fig. 4(f-g).216

In Fig. 5, we use SEM-ESBD to investigate the crys-217

tal orientation of top GaAs surface at small and large218

scales. The Fig. 5(a) shows the SEM and corresponding219

EBSD map of a small rough patch with 180◦-rotated220

pyramids from the sample previously characterized by221

TEM (Fig. 4). We confirm by EBSD the twinning of222

the crystal (orange vs. purple color). As both materi-223

als are [111] oriented, we use here a color scale related224

to the Euler angles with respect to the EBSD detector225
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Figure 5: (a) SEM-EBSD characterization of a small rough area show-
ing the emergence of two small twinned domains (orange) in the main
layer (purple). The orientation of the crystal is indicated by a color rel-
ative to its Euler angles with the EBSD detector. The projected cubic
unit cell is shown as a pink polygon. Crystal orientations are labeled
with matching colors. (b) Large scale SEM-ESBD characterization.
Rough and twin area are indicated by red circles. The EBSD color
scale is the same as in (a). (c) Room temperature SEM-CL (6 kV)
of a small twinned area. The CL color scale is proportional to the
integrated GaAs peak intensity. The dotted red line indicates the esti-
mated position of the defective twin boundary.

to differentiate their respective orientations. The twin-226

ning relation (R1 operator) is visible from 180◦-rotation227

of the crystal axis, indicated by the respective position228

of the pink polygons (projected unit cell) and by the229

axis labels. We note that the boundary of the twinned230

domains (seen by EBSD) nearly coincides with that of231

the rougher patch (seen by SEM). At the large scale,232

Fig. 5(b), we observe that the sample is mostly twin-233

free and that the positions of all small twinned domains234

(orange color in EBSD) match exactly that of the rough235

patches visible by SEM (red circles).236

Using SEM-CL, Fig. 5(c), we evaluate the impact237

of twinned domains on the optical properties of the238

GaAs epilayer. We focus on a small twinned domain,239

which emerges at the surface with 180◦ rotated pyra-240

mids (SEM image). The corresponding CL map ob-241

tained from the integration of the GaAs emission peak242

at room temperature (∼300K) shows some small fea-243

tures in the smooth area and a large drop of signal near244

the expected position of the twin boundary (red dotted245

line, estimated from the pyramid orientation in the SEM246

image).247

(b) GaAs (111)B

[111]

[110] [112]

As Ga

(a) GaAs (111)A

[111]

[110] [112]

As Ga

(c)

[111]

[110] [112]

STEM-HAADFEDXS

Figure 6: Schematic of (a) GaAs(111)A, and (b) GaAs(111)B atomic
structure. (c) Atomically resolved STEM-EDX of the GaAs layer
grown at intermediate As:Ga ratio (62:1), viewed along the [110] zone
axis. Insert shows the corresponding STEM-HAADF image.

In Fig. 6, we investigate the polarity of the GaAs248

smooth epilayer grown at intermediate BEP ratio (62:1),249

previously analyzed in Fig. 3 & 4. Fig. 6 (a) and250

(b) show the crystal structure of GaAs(111)B and251

GaAs(111)A respectively. For GaAs(111)B, Fig. 6(a),252

the As atom terminates the As-Ga dumbbell (dotted cir-253

cle) while it is opposite for GaAs(111)A, Fig. 6(b). The254

direct comparison with the atomically resolved STEM-255

EDX map, Fig. 6(c), demonstrates that the GaAs epi-256
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layer has the (111)A orientation. Note that twin defects,257

see Fig. 4, do not change the layer polarity.258

3. Discussion259

3.1. Antiphase and twin boundaries260

Whereas the GaAs/Ge(111) growth is immune from261

antiphase inclusions[10], it is very prone to twinning.262

As seen by TEM (Fig. 4) and EBSD (Fig. 5), twinned263

domains are three-dimensionnal inclusions with two264

types of boundaries. The first one is the (111) twin plane265

itself (Fig. 4(e), blue line) and is simply a (111) stack-266

ing fault. The second type of boundary is contained in267

the (112) plane (Fig. 4(e), red line). The actual atomic268

structure of this interface is not detailed here but it can-269

not consist only in standard III-V bounds for symmetry270

reason. The CL results, Fig. 5(c), show clearly that this271

vertical interface present large densities of non-radiative272

recombination centers active at room temperature. On273

the opposite, the stacking fault defect in the (111) plane274

is reported to create a type II band alignment with vari-275

ous radiative components[14, 15].276

Despite the different defects and crystal orientations,277

the defective non-radiative twin-boundaries observed278

in GaAs(111) heteroepitaxy behave very similarly to279

the vertical antiphase boundaries found in GaAs(100)280

layers[16, 17]. Both defects run though the epilayer281

thickness and hold large densities of non-radiative re-282

combination centers. The reduction of twin defect den-283

sity in (111) epilayers is thus as critical as the removal284

of antiphase domains in III-V (100) heteroepitaxy.285

The main difference between the formation of an-286

tiphase and twinned domains is that twining only relates287

to the possibility of creating stacking fault-like defects.288

Therefore, twinned domains can form in any (111) ori-289

ented III-V epilayers, independently of the polar (III-290

V/III-V) or non-polar (III-V/IV-IV) nature of the sub-291

strate, and even if the epilayer and its substrate are very292

close chemically[18] or identical[19].293

3.2. Reduction in twin densities294

With such a detrimental effect of the twin bound-295

aries on the layer optical quality, it is very important296

to limit the density of twinned domain in GaAs(111)297

epilayers. Twinning is a common problem in the het-298

eroepitaxy of (111) oriented III-V compounds. Re-299

cent work by Koppka et al. reports twin defects at the300

GaP/Si (111) interface, which can be limited using an301

As-treatment of the Si (111) surface and a low tem-302

perature nucleation layer prior to the GaP growth[20].303

Closer to our work is that of Kajikawa et al. [12] on304

the MBE growth GaAs/Ge(111) using a GaSb buffer to305

minimize the twin density, in line with other attempts306

using Sb on GaAs/Si(111)[21] and Sb pretreatment in307

GaSb/Si(111)[22].308

The assessment of the epilayer ‘quality’ with re-309

spect to twin defects is not an easy task. XRD results,310

Fig. 3, only indicate the volume fraction of the twinned311

phase. Yet, the critical parameter is the density of (non-312

radiative) twin boundaries which emerge at the surface.313

Here, we first use TEM to associate specific surface de-314

fect with twinned domains, Fig. 4. Then we use SEM-315

EBSD to validate this approach at small and large scale,316

Fig. 5, so that simple optical images can be used to eval-317

uate the layer quality at the wafer scale, Fig. 2. This318

methodology gives us confidence that the layers grown319

at intermediate (62:1) As:Ga BEP ratio are mostly twin-320

free.321

In contrast to Kajikawa et al. [12], we show that the322

twin density of GaAs/Ge(111) can be reduced by tun-323

ing the As:Ga ratio, see Fig. 3, without the addition of324

any other extra chemical element. The main difference325

with ref.[12] is the use of higher As4:Ga BEP ratio (60326

instead of 15) and higher substrate temperature (610◦C327

instead of 550◦C).328

From figures 2 and 3, we infer that there is an op-329

timum value of the As:Ga ratio, which is rather unex-330

pected. At low As:Ga ratio (31:1) the surface is rough331

with some trace of first order twinning (R1), while it is332

much smoother and slightly less twinned at intermedi-333

ate As:Ga ratio (62:1). The later is coherent with ex-334

isting studies on the homoepitaxy of GaAs(111)A by335

MBE[23, 24, 25]. Careful observation of the Figure 1336

in ref.[25] shows that small twinned domains form at337

600◦ and low As:Ga ratio, while no twins are observed338

for higher As:Ga ratios, which is similar to our results.339

After the initial improvement with increasing V:III340

ratio (31:1 7→62:1), we observe a stark degradation of341

the surface morphology, Fig. 2, and layer microstruc-342

ture, Fig. 3, at higher As:Ga BEP ratio (94:1). Such343

optimal As:Ga ratio is not found in homoepitaxial344

studies[23, 24, 25], which only report a monotonic345

improvement. A likely culprit is the degradation of346

the GaAs/Ge(111) interface at the initial stages of the347

growth, which leads to the growth of large twinned do-348

mains.349

3.3. Polarity350

For device application, the choice of polarity from351

GaAs(111)B to (111)A has strong implications as the352

standard n-type doping using Si impurities usually353

leads to a severe compensation effect in GaAs (111)A354

layers[26, 27].355
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As seen above, our GaAs epilayers have very sim-356

ilar morphologies to those fabricated by homoepitax-357

ial growth on GaAs(111)A substrates[25]. The sur-358

face reconstructions observed by RHEED, Fig. 1, also359

hint at a GaAs(111)A polarity. We only observe the360

2×2 pattern, independently of the substrate temperature361

between 550◦C and 635◦C, which is the expected be-362

havior of GaAs(111)A surfaces, whereas GaAs(111)B363

should exhibit
√

19 ×
√

19 or 1 × 1 static reconstruc-364

tions in this temperature range[28]. The detailed TEM365

analysis using EDX, Fig. 6, confirms that the epilayer366

grown at intermediate As:Ga ratio (62:1) indeed have367

the GaAs(111)A orientation. Further analysis by EBSD,368

Fig. 5, shown that the epilayer is homogeneous on a369

large scale (> 100 µm) and only present twin defects,370

which do not alter the layer polarity.371

The homogeneous nucleation of GaAs with the372

(111)A polarity is rather surprising as it conflicts with373

the accepted growth model. In the As-reconstructed sur-374

face of Ge(111) proposed by Bringans et al. , As atoms375

get inserted inside the Ge(111) monolayer so that the fi-376

nal surface does not present any dangling bounds[8, 9].377

The geometry of these As atoms directly imposes a378

GaAs(111)B polarity for subsequent GaAs layer, see379

Fig. 7(a). This supposedly unambiguous determina-380

tion of GaAs polarity on Ge(111) was used in lattice-381

reversal experiment in which GaAs(111)B epilayers are382

grown on GaAs(111)A wafers after the insertion of a Ge383

buffer[11]. Considering the reported strong interaction384

of Ge(111) with As-atom, a possible solution to obtain385

the (111)A polarity is an alternative As-surface termi-386

nation, Fig. 7(b), in which the As atoms simply bounds387

to the Ge(111) monolayer, similar to the hydrogen pas-388

sivation of Ge(111) using HF or H2[29, 30].389

Ge Ga As

(a) (b)GaAs (111)B GaAs (111)A

Bringans et al.   
As termination

Hydrogen-like 
As termination

Figure 7: (a) Schematic of the As-surface termination of Ge(111)
reported by Bringans et al. [9], leading the growth of GaAs(111)B
epilayers. (b) Proposed ‘hydrogen-like’ As termination leading the
growth of GaAs(111)A epilayers.

Excepting ancient work reporting pure GaAs (111)B390

or GaAs(111)A polarity on Ge(111) by chemical va-391

por deposition depending on the presence of oxygen392

contamination[31], the present study is the only recent393

report of pure phase GaAs(111)A / Ge(111). While we394

cannot exclude a potential contamination of the Ge(111)395

surface, we note that this contamination must be ho-396

mogeneous over the whole sample (i.e no mixture of397

GaAs(111)B and (111)A is observed), it is also not vis-398

ible by RHEED (see Fig. 1) and it occurs despite the399

low base pressure in the MBE growth chamber (< 10−10
400

Torr). Similarly, the chemical analysis of the epilayer401

using TEM-EDX, see Supplementary Information S1,402

does not reveals any increased oxygen content at the403

GaAs/Ge(111) interface. The robust formation of pure404

phase GaAs(111)A or GaAs(111)B is nonetheless very405

interesting as potential surface treatments of the initial406

Ge(111) surface could determine uniquely the epilayer407

polarity.408

4. Conclusion409

We demonstrate the first twin-free and defect-free410

growth of GaAs(111)A epilayers on nominal Ge(111)411

wafers by MBE. While the observed GaAs(111)A po-412

larity is unexpected, it is nonetheless homogeneous and413

robust. Compared to the complex growth procedures414

used in the case of GaAs/Ge(100), the growth of defect-415

free GaAs on Ge(111) can be carried in a single step at416

610◦C. No antiphase domains form on the Ge(111) sur-417

face but twinned domains appear if the As:Ga ratio is418

not adapted. Some twin boundaries hold large number419

of non-radiative recombination centers and it is critical420

to limit their density. The later can be minimized by the421

careful tuning of the As:Ga flux ratio during growth,422

without the use of any additional chemical element or423

buffer layer.424
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Figure S1 : Chemical analysis of the GaAs(111)A/Ge(111) interface using STEM-HAADF (a) and STEM-EDX (b-e)
for the Ga, As, Ge and O elements. The white dashed lines delimits the probable location of the initial GaAs/Gee
growth interface.

The Figure S1 shows the chemical analysis of the GaAs/Ge interface using STEM-HAADF and EDX. The ex-579

act position of the initial GaAs/Ge(111) growth interface is lost due to the strong inter-diffusion of Ge, Ga and As,580

which extends over ∼2 nm (5-6 ML) in our growth conditions. Yet, the approximative location of the initial GaAs/Ge581

interface is contained between the two white dashed lines. From Fig. S1(e), we see that the oxygen content is homoge-582

neous over the whole cross section, without any visible variation around the estimated position of the initial interface.583

Similarly, the HAADF image show no variation of contrast near or across the approximative position of Ge/GaAs584

interface.585
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